Holton Gun Club Egg Shoots

Rimfire: 22LR - 15 eggs shot @ 100 yds - from the Bench

Winter Shoots: 2nd & 4th Saturday of the Month.
Summer Shoots: on Wed’s – see schedule
Time: 11:00 AM – Sight in's start @ 10:00 AM. Cost: $5.00

The front of the rifle may be supported by a rest, bi-pod, sand bags etc.
The rear of the rifle must be supported by the shooters non-trigger hand (unaltered gloves, shooting mitts, are allowed). The hand must be in contact with the bench & under the rear of the rifles butt stock.

Course of fire:

Shooter may take upto 5 sighter shots (5 is the max), after which the shooter will call eggs & the next 5 shoots must go to the eggs (no more shoots towards the sighter target after eggs are called) 1 shot per Egg.

When everyone is done, the range will be made safe and a scorer will go down range to score the hits & replace broken eggs. (The egg shell must be cracked to count as a hit, there has been gray lead marks.....without a crack!) once scoring is completed the range will go hot and the 5 sighter / 5 shots @ eggs sequence will start again.

In the event of a 15 egg tie the range official well have a tie breaker of their choice.